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The Stonekeeper: A Graphic Novel (Amulet #1) 2013-12-17

kazu kibuishi s 1 new york times bestselling series is now available in ebook after the tragic death of their father emily and navin move with their
mother to the home of her deceased great grandfather but the strange house proves to be dangerous before long a sinister creature lures the kids mom
through a door in the basement em and navin desperate not to lose her follow her into an underground world inhabited by strange creatures robots and
talking animals eventually they enlist the help of a small mechanical rabbit named miskit together with miskit they face the most terrifying monster of
all and em finally has the chance to save someone she loves

The Stonekeeper's Curse: A Graphic Novel (Amulet #2) 2013-12-17

kazu kibuishi s 1 new york times bestselling series is now available in ebook emily and navin s mother is still in a coma from the arachnopod s poison
and there s only one place to find help kanalis the bustling beautiful city of waterfalls but when em her brother miskit and the rest of the robotic crew
aboard the walking house reach the city they quickly realize that seeking help also means looking for trouble

The Cloud Searchers 2018-07

emily navin and their crew of resistance fighters charter an airship and set off in search of the lost city of cielis the mysterious leon redbeard is
their guide and there s a surprising new addition to the crew the elf king s son trellis but is he an ally or a enemy

Escape from Lucien: A Graphic Novel (Amulet #6) 2014-08-26

kazu kibuishi s 1 new york times bestselling series continues navin and his classmates journey to lucien a city ravaged by war and plagued by mysterious
creatures where they search for a beacon essential to their fight against the elf king meanwhile emily heads back into the void with max one of the elf
king s loyal followers where she learns his darkest secrets the stakes for both emily and navin are higher than ever

Firelight: A Graphic Novel (Amulet #7) 2016-02-23

the unforgettable seventh installment of kazu kibuishi s 1 new york times bestselling series emily trellis and vigo visit algos island where they can
access and enter lost memories they re hoping to uncover the events of trellis s mysterious childhood knowledge they can use against the elf king what
they discover is a dark secret that changes everything meanwhile the voice of emily s amulet is getting stronger and threatens to overtake her completely

Amulet: The cloud searchers 2010

emily navin and the gang set off to search for cielis a mythical city

Supernova (Amulet #8) 2018-09-25

kazu kibuishi s thrilling 1 new york times bestselling series continues
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Smaller and Smaller Circles 2015-08-18

this harrowing mystery winner of the philippine national book award follows two catholic priests on the hunt through manila for a brutal serial killer
payatas a 50 acre dump northeast of manila s quezon city is home to thousands of people who live off of what they can scavenge there it is one of the
poorest neighborhoods in a city whose law enforcement is already stretched thin devoid of forensic resources and rife with corruption so when the
eviscerated bodies of preteen boys begin to appear in the dump heaps there is no one to seek justice on their behalf in the rainy summer of 1997 two
jesuit priests take the matter of protecting their flock into their own hands father gus saenz is a respected forensic anthropologist one of the few in
the philippines and has been tapped by the director of the national bureau of investigations as a backup for police efforts together with his protégé
father jerome lucero a psychologist saenz dedicates himself to tracking down the monster preying on these impoverished boys smaller and smaller circles
widely regarded as the first filipino crime novel is a poetic masterpiece of literary noir a sensitive depiction of a time and place and a fascinating
story about the catholic church and its place in its devotees lives

Copper 2010

from kazu kibuishi creator of amulet comes an irresistibly charming pair of characters copper is curious fred is fearful and together boy and dog are off
on a series of adventures through marvelous worlds powered by copper s limitless enthusiasm and imagination each copper and fred story in this graphic
novel collection is a complete vignette filled with richly detailed settings and told with a wry sense of humor these two enormously likable characters
build ships and planes to travel to surprising destinations and have a knack for getting into all sorts of odd situations

Amulet 1: The Stonekeeper 2017-01-05

after the tragic death of their father emily and navin move to the home of their deceased great grandfather but the strange house proves to be dangerous
before long a sinister creature lures the kids mom through the basement desperate not to lose her they follow her into an underground world inhabited by
strange creatures

Explorer 2012

provides an anthology of seven short graphic works by such artists as kazu kibuishi dave roman and raina telgemeier on the theme of a mysterious box and
the marvels or mayhem within

Creepy Pair of Underwear! 2017-08-15

from the celebrated team behind creepy carrots aaron reynolds and caldecott honor winner peter brown comes a hilarious and just a little creepy story of
a brave rabbit and a very weird pair of underwear jasper rabbit is not a little bunny anymore he s not afraid of the dark and he s definitely not afraid
of something as silly as underwear but when the lights go out suddenly his new big rabbit underwear glows in the dark a ghoulish greenish glow if jasper
didn t know any better he d say his undies were a little well creepy jasper s not scared obviously he s just done with creepy underwear but after trying
everything to get rid of them they keep coming back

The Last Council 2018-07

emily and her friends think they ll find the help they need in cielis but something isn t right streets that were once busy are deserted and the
townspeople who are left live in crippling fear a terrible secret is slowly uncovered could this destroy everything emily is fighting for
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Amulet Collections 2015-03-01

a masterful series of graphic novels by kazu kibuishi this set contains amulet 1 the stonekeeper amulet 2 the stonekeeper s curse amulet 3 the cloud
searchers amulet 4 the last council amulet 5 prince of the elves amulet 6 escape from lucien

The Princess and the Warrior 2016-09-20

award winning creator duncan tonatiuh brings a cherished mexican legend to life a pura belpré illustrator honor book and ala alsc notable children s book
izta was the most beautiful princess in the land and suitors traveled from far and wide to woo her even though she was the daughter of the emperor izta
had no desire to marry a man of wealth and power instead she fell in love with popoca a brave warrior who fought in her father s army and a man who did
not offer her riches but a promise to stay by her side forever the emperor did not want his daughter to marry a mere warrior but he recognized popoca s
bravery he offered popoca a deal if the warrior could defeat their enemy jaguar claw then the emperor would permit popoca and izta to wed but jaguar claw
had a plan to thwart the warrior would all be lost today two majestic volcanoes popocatépetl and iztaccíhuatl stand overlooking mexico city they have
been admired and revered for countless generations and have formed the basis of many origin and creation myths in the princess and the warrior award
winning author and illustrator duncan tonatiuh retells one of mexico s cherished legends

Daisy Kutter 2012-08-10

new west gunfighter daisy kutter tries to leave her outlaw ways behind and start a new life as the owner of a general store but her past catches up with
her and she finds herself in the middle of a simple train robbery that turns complicated thanks to some nasty robots

The Stonekeeper 2008

after chasing the monster that kidnapped their mother emily and navin find themselves in a magical world of man eating demons and shadowy enemies where
they must learn to control an amulet given to them by their grandfather

Amulet Boxset: Books 1-3 2008

enter the rich and fantastical world of rema in the first installment of this middle grade graphic novel series with sweeping adventure and light romance
tabby simon is determined to learn what happened to her father who was found dead after researching a tree that leaks a mysterious mist in her
neighborhood she is unexpectedly led to rema a distant world of magic and beauty that is periodically invaded by a nearby planet desperate for resources
while tabby searches for the truth surrounding her father s death she meets a handsome blue haired boy named philip he has his own dangerous secrets but
has promised to help tabby get home as she learns more about this strange world tabby discovers that she is destined for something far greater than she
ever could have imagined

Realm of the Blue Mist: A Graphic Novel (The Rema Chronicles #1) 2022-04-05

emily survived the chaos of the guardian academy but max griffin has stolen the mother stone with it the elf king forges new amulets that will give him
the power to invade and destroy the nation of windsor emily and her friends lead a fight to stop him but will max stand in their way
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Lightfall: The Girl & the Galdurian 2020-09

librarians often say that every book is not for every child but the true blue scouts of sugar man swamp is the new york times meet bingo and j miah
raccoon brothers on a mission to save sugar man swamp in this rollicking tale and national book award finalist from newbery honoree kathi appelt raccoon
brothers bingo and j miah are the newest recruits of the official sugar man swamp scouts the opportunity to serve the sugar man the massive creature who
delights in delicious sugar cane and magnanimously rules over the swamp is an honor and also a big responsibility since the rest of the swamp critters
rely heavily on the intel of these hardworking scouts twelve year old chap brayburn is not a member of any such organization but he loves the swamp
something fierce and he ll do anything to help protect it and help is surely needed because world class alligator wrestler jaeger stitch wants to turn
sugar man swamp into an alligator world wrestling arena and theme park and the troubles don t end there there is also a gang of wild feral hogs on the
march headed straight toward them all the scouts are ready all they have to do is wake up the sugar man problem is no one s been able to wake that fellow
up in a decade or four newbery honoree and kathi appelt s story of care and conservation has received five starred reviews was selected as a national
book award finalist and is funny as all get out and ripe for reading aloud

Prince of the Elves 2018-07

a town known for its smoked beer what if this pint is your last nina banerjee wants to enjoy medieval architecture history and rauchbier in the charming
town of bamberg in bavaria but when she stumbles upon the dead body of a man she just shared a beer with things take a turn for the worse this quaint
town with its half timbered houses and touristy attractions is not all that safe it s a playground for criminals who run riot with murder on their minds
what will nina do will she sit still as detective robert muller labels her a prime suspect or will curiosity get the better of her all novels in the
banerjee and muller mystery series are short reads something that ll fit perfectly in your busy schedule you can read them in any order you like each
mystery is based in a historic setting with inquisitive characters and criminals with no graphic violence join private investigator robert muller and
amateur sleuth nina banerjee as they uncover secrets and mysteries that ll keep you turning pages well into the night

The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp 2013-07-23

readers advisory reference

Smokes of Death Beer 2020-10-02

the graphic novel anthology that solidified the stature of the flight series as one of the most thoughtful beautifully rendered works in the field last
year the first volume of flight introduced a squadron of talented young cartoonists whose anime animation influence struck a fresh note among jaded
comics readers this edition shows substantial growth while introducing some veterans such as jeff smith bone and doug tennapel creature tech the sheer
force of creative energy on display is impressive publishers weekly for flight volume two starred review the first flight anthology was one of those
universally beloved comics and the second volume is maybe a little bit better the fourth rail for flight volume two the quality is simply outstanding it
s probably safe to say that among its 432 pages flight has something to offer just about everyone comixfan com for flight volume two authors contributing
to flight volume two include michel gagne doug tennapel catia chen jake parker sonny liew khang le neil babra don hertzfeldt jen wang kazu kibuishi hope
larsen becky cloonan matthew woodson kean soo phil craven rodolphe guenoden doug holgate rad sechrist justin ridge herval bannister clio chang ryan sias
johane matte jeff smith giuseppe ferrario ben hatke amy kim ganter joana carneiro kness richard pose and vera brosgol

Peppa Pig 2009

the authorized and in continuity sequel to the cult hit film big trouble in little china co written by its creator john carpenter presented in a new
value priced format jack burton a macho truck driving adventurer finds a stowaway demon hiding on his rig the pork chop express but that soon becomes the
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least of his troubles he helped his best friend wang save his fiancée from the clutches of an ancient sorcerer but now the wedding has been invaded by
more evil forces with one thing on their minds revenge against jack burton director john carpenter returns with eric powell the goon and artist brian
churilla secret history of d b cooper in the continuing adventures of jack burton taking place mere moments after the ending to the cult classic film
collects big trouble in little china 1 12 previously collected in big trouble in little china volumes 1 3 legacy editions collect every issue of the most
popular boom studios series in chronological order and in a newly designed value priced format for the very first time

Graphic Novels in Your School Library 2012

be anything you want to be all you need is the right hat for hannah and her sidekick cat spratt visiting grandma s hat store is so much fun hannah has a
big imagination and is always trying to be anything she wants to be when hannah decides what hat to wear for the day you better get ready to be inspired
hannah may do things a little bit messily but she always believes in herself and spratt

Flight Volume Two 2007-04-10

from award winning author lucy strange comes a thrilling ghost story about a strong willed heroine who will follow even the most restless spirit in order
to untangles the dark mystery of her own past it s 1899 the earl of gosswater has died and twelve year old agatha has been cast out of her ancestral home
the only home she has ever known by her cruel cousin clarence in a tiny tumbledown cottage she struggles to adjust to her new life and the stranger who
claims to be her real father while adjusting to her new fate she learns that the shores of gosswater lake are haunted and soon comes face to face with
the spirit of another young girl who s soul will not rest could the ghost of gosswater hold the key to aggie s true identity

Big Trouble in Little China Legacy Edition Book One 2019-06-18

in this future set novella by bestselling author scott westerfeld kieran black lives in a perfect world disease and starvation have been eradicated sleep
is unnecessary and it takes no time at all to go from the bahamas to the moon but now kieran has to take scarcity a class about how people lived in the
bad old days and as if sitting through an hour of scarcity every day wasn t depressing enough it s final projects time each student must choose some form
of ancient hardship to experience for two whole weeks kieran chooses having to sleep eight hours a night which doesn t seem too annoying maria borsotti
has never thought much of kieran but she decides to take pity on him and help him out with his project soon kieran is sleeping and having vivid dreams
while maria whose scarcity project is to give up all teenage hormone regulation is experiencing emotions she never knew she had as their assignments draw
them closer together they begin to wonder if the olden days weren t so bad maybe something has been missing from their perfect lives after all epic reads
impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month

Hannah's Hats 2021-11-26

the stone thrower is a moving story about race and destiny written by a daughter looking for answers about her own black history

The Ghost of Midnight Lake 2021-09-21

newbery honor winner joan bauer s newest protagonist always sees the positive side of any situation and readers will cheer him on jeremiah is the world s
biggest baseball fan he really loves baseball and he knows just about everything there is to know about his favorite sport so when he s told he can t
play baseball following an operation on his heart jeremiah decides he ll do the next best thing and become a coach hillcrest where jeremiah and his
father walt have just moved is a town known for its championship baseball team but jeremiah finds the town caught up in a scandal and about ready to give
up on baseball it s up to jeremiah and his can do spirit to get the town and the team back in the game full of humor heart and baseball lore soar is joan
bauer at her best
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Stupid Perfect World 2012-12-04

breathtaking action and romance continue in the sequel to the epic let the sky fall from the author of the new york times and usa today bestselling
keeper of the lost cities series vane weston is haunted by the searing pull of his bond to audra by the lies he s told to cover for her disappearance by
the treacherous winds that slip into his mind trying to trap him in his worst nightmares and as his enemies grow stronger vane doesn t know how much
longer he can last on his own but audra s still running from her past from the gales even from vane who she doesn t believe she deserves and the farther
she flees the more danger she finds she possesses the secret power her enemy craves and protecting it might be more than she can handle especially when
she discovers raiden s newest weapon with the gale force weakened by recent attacks and the power of four collapsing vane and audra are forced to make a
choice keep trusting the failing winds or turn to the people who ve betrayed them before but even if they survive the storms sent to destroy them will
they have anything left to hold on to

The Stone Thrower 2012-08-29

after chasing after the tentacled monster that kidnapped their mother emily and navin find themselves in a magical but dangerous world of man eating
demons and shadowy enemies where they must learn to control a powerful amulet given to them by their inventor grandfather

Soar 2016-01-05

a broken past and a divided future can t stop the electric connection of two teens in this epic series opener from the author of the new york times and
usa today bestselling keeper of the lost cities series seventeen year old vane weston has no idea how he survived the category five tornado that killed
his parents and he has no idea if the beautiful dark haired girl who s swept through his dreams every night since the storm is real but he hopes she is
seventeen year old audra is a sylph an air elemental she walks on the wind can translate its alluring songs and can even coax it into a weapon with a
simple string of commands she s also a guardian vane s guardian and has sworn an oath to protect vane at all costs even if it means sacrificing her own
life when a hasty mistake reveals their location to the enemy who murdered both of their families audra s forced to help vane remember who he is he has a
power to claim the secret language of the west wind which only he can understand but unlocking his heritage will also unlock the memory audra needs him
to forget and as the storm bears down on them she starts to realize the greatest danger might not be the warriors coming to destroy them but the
forbidden romance that s grown between them

Let the Storm Break 2014-03-04

after chasing the monster that kidnapped their mother emily and navin find themselves in a magical world of man eating demons and shadowy enemies where
they must learn to control an amulet given to them by their grandfather

The Stonekeeper 2013-03-05

the secret skinby wendy n wagner is a sawmill gothic that begins with june vogel s return to storm break her family s estate things in the great house
aren t what they used to be and when her brother returns with his new bride deceit and betrayal threaten to destroy everything she loves

Let the Sky Fall 2009

sew felt ice cream treats with adorable animal faces learn to sew with the most delicious looking projects ever each scoop of ice cream is also an animal
including a cat koala bunny and more mix and match your critters to build your own felt cone or sundae stitch them together for double scoops build a
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papercraft ice cream truck holder and dish to show off your sweet new friends

The Stonekeeper's Curse 2021-10-26

since he crash landed to earth in a rocket monkey has been causing absolute mayhem bunny and the gang squirrel pig the pig action beaver and skunky the
inventor have almost had enough in this rollicking comic extravaganza the pint sized friends must tackle a helliphant rocket powered hot air balloons and
the most mind boggling creatures of all hew mans publisher

The Secret Skin 2022-02

Sew Your Own Ice Cream Animals 2020

Usagi Yojimbo 2021

The Human Invasion
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